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I.

Introduction
Some types of businesses, unfairly or not, frequently have a reputation of engaging in
sharp business practices such as, for example, the hard sell. One such business is likely gym or
health club facilities, at least judging from the scrutiny by some legislatures ostensibly seeking to
protect consumers.1 Prominent states such as Texas and California are among the states that have
enacted consumer protection legislation in the area of health club facilities. It may be instructive
to consumers, facilities operators, legislators, and others to examine statutes such as the Texas
Health Spa Act and California’s Health Studio Services Contracts law (or Health Studio Act) in
the context of a hypothetical consumer complaint.
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Consider the following.2 The parent, mother or father,
similarly provides that a contract which does not comply with
decides on the extension of a health club services contract for
the law shall be “void and unenforceable as contrary to public
her son or daughter for tae kwon do or karate, or similar lessons.
policy.”11 The Texas law also provides that the buyer of a health
The proprietor of the studio explains that the current contract
spa membership may not waive provisions of Chapter 702 and
is running out and the extension would be for three years. The
that a contract may not require a note or a series of notes if the
extension continues lessons, which originally began at the child’s
negotiation of such notes will cut off any defense or rights as to
public elementary school, as an after-school activity, and then
third parties that the purchaser that the purchaser had against the
continued at the studio under a program in which the local
seller.12 The California law further provides that any waiver by the
schools introduce the students to the studio and the discipline.
buyer shall be void and unenforceable and that a right of action or
The schools do not have any official or continuing role in the
defense arising out of a contract for health studio services, which
program. Rather, the program is one of several, which are
right or defense the buyer has against the seller, is not cut off
conducted by third-party vendors and about which the schools
by assignment, unless the assignee gives notice to the buyer and
inform the parents. The proprietor originally offered a one-year
receives no notice within thirty (30) days of a claim or defense
contract, at a time when the initial introductory, low-priced, onwhich the buyer may have.13
campus lessons ended and he first moved the lessons to his studio.
The Texas Occupations Code provides that the buyer has
For the three-year renewal contract, the proprietor states that the
the right to cancel the contract by the end of the third business day.14
particular discount is a one-time discount, which will only be
The California Civil Code provides that the buyer has the right to
available if the parent agrees to the extension at the present time.
cancel the contract by the end of the fifth business day after the date
Once the child has completed one additional year under
of the agreement.15 Texas law limits the contract to five (5) years if
the three-year contract at the health club, the child is moving on
financed or three (3) years if not financed.16 Under California law, the
to other sports and the parents would like to end the participation
period of the contract cannot exceed three (3) years.17
at the club. The club has not moved nor has the student. The
Under Texas law, a violation of the Texas Health Spa
proprietor of the club explains that the
Act is a deceptive practice under the Texas
contract was for a three-year period and
Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA).18
has two more years remaining. What
Professor Richard Alderman has written,
Under Texas law, a
remedies might the parents have under
these statutes tie them to the
violation of the Texas “Because
state laws such as those of Texas and
DTPA, they are generally referred to
California regarding terminating the
as ‘tie-in statutes.’”19 Apparently under
Health Spa Act is a
health club services contract?
California law, the Deceptive Practices
deceptive practice
This article will first consider
Act and the Health Studio Services Act
under the Texas
contractual remedies under laws such
function separately.20 California’s Health
as the Texas Health Spa Act and the
Studio Services Act does provide that its
Deceptive Trade
California Health Studio Act. Secondly,
remedies are not exclusive.21 Professor
Practices Act (DTPA). Alderman indicates that a consumer
the article will consider, at least briefly,
whether theoretically consumers in the
injured under the Texas Health Spa Act
hypothetical situation posited herein
could collect actual damages through the
need to be protected from themselves. Thirdly, the article will
DTPA, including possibly trebled damages if the violation was
consider practically what the consumer party to a health club
“knowingly.” Significantly, mental anguish damages may also
services contract might be able to do to extricate himself from
be trebled because the term actual damages encompass damages
the contract.
beyond the economic damages generally awarded under the
DTPA.22
It appears that in both Texas and California, the measure
II.
Statutory Provisions and Remedies in Health Club
of damages recoverable in litigation under the Texas Health Spa
Services Contracts Laws in States such as Texas and California
Act and the California Health Studio Act is generally reduced for
The Texas Occupations Code at Chapter 702, Section
benefit received.23 In the hypothetical posited herein, the remedy
702.001 et seq., and the California Civil Code at Title 2.5, Section
3
sought is release from the obligation to make future payments for
1812.80 et seq., concern contracts for health club services. The
services to be rendered in the future.
Texas legislature to protect the public and to foster competition,
The provisions of the Texas and California laws appear
and the California legislature for the public welfare to safeguard
similar to statutes in other states. What then if the consumer
the public, declared that the legislation on health club service
party to the contract wishes to cancel the contract before the at
contracts was necessary.4 The Texas statute defines a health spa as
least three (3) year has run? Theoretically, should state statutes
“a business that offers for sale, or sells, memberships that provide
protect consumers from themselves and practically how might the
members instruction in or the use of facilities for a physical
party in the posited scenario extricate himself or herself from the
exercise program.”5 The California statute defines a contract for
contract?
health studio services, and thereby a health studio, rather broadly,
as “a contract for instruction, training or assistance in physical
culture, bodybuilding, exercising, reducing, figure development,
III.
Theoretically, Are State Statutes Intended to Protect
or any other physical skill, ….”6 Both states appear to use a broad
Consumers From Themselves with regard to Health Club
definition of health clubs covered by the legislation.7
Services Contracts?
The Texas statute requires that a health spa contract be
Given the facts of the posited hypothetical and a state
in writing and delivered to the purchaser.8 The California statute
statute such as that of Texas or California, there is likely little
requires that the health studio services contract be in writing
the buyer, who is party to the health club contract, can do to
and that a copy of the written contract “be physically given to
extricate himself or herself from that contract. Although the
or delivered by email to the customer at the time he or she signs
Texas Health Spa Act does not apply to “establishments that
the contract.”9 Texas law provides that a contract which does not
exclusively teach dance or aerobic exercise”,24 the karate or
comply with Chapter 720 Health Spas is void.10 California law
tae kwon do instruction in the hypothetical would appear to
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be within the broad language of both statutes. In addition,
although the Texas Health Spa Act does not apply to “an activity
conducted or sanctioned by a school” and the California Health
Services Act does not apply to “contracts for instruction at
schools operating pursuant to the provisions of the Education
Code”,25 it does not appear likely that those exclusions apply in
the hypothetical. Admittedly, the language of each statute raises
a question as to whether either statue would apply, because of the
school exclusions. Possibly, California’s exclusionary language is
broader, but, in the absence of additional guidance, the broad
statutory purposes set forth at the outset of each statute might
indicate that the respective legislatures meant only to exempt
instruction which was part the educational curriculum at a
school of a general education.
Under the Texas statute, there is a three (3) day cooling
off period, and under the California statute, there is a five (5) day
cooling off period, during which the signee of the contract can
rescind the contract. However, once that period passes the contract
can be for at least a three (3) year period. As long as the contract
is in writing and is furnished to the health studio member, that
member appears to have little recourse to consumer protection
in an area in which the states and the federal government have
recognized that the consumer may need protection given the
number of statutory pronouncements.
The question then arises whether government should
seek to protect individuals from their own bad decisions, assuming,
in the hypothetical, that the party decided the decision was a poor
one in that the three-year term was too long. Recently, much
has been written about libertarian paternalism or asymmetric
paternalism or nudging citizens by a government seeking a course
of action by its citizens.26 Colin Camerer and his fellow authors
have advocated for an “asymmetric paternalism”. The authors
explain, “A regulation is asymmetrically paternalistic if it creates
large benefits for those who make errors, while imposing little or
no harm on those who are fully rationale.”27 Professor William
English has explained that there is the close relationship and
overlap of libertarian paternalism, asymmetric paternalism, and
nudging.28 What these new notions of paternalism may raise
for the hypothetical and the health studio services contract law
is how far a governmental regulation might extend in protecting
consumers from themselves. Professor English has said there are
two virtues and two ethical concerns in his view in the nudging
paternalism. He sees as virtues that the cognitive costs also enter
the cost benefit analysis and that new options are open.29 He sees
as ethical concerns that the nudging can be overly manipulative
and extend the scope of governmental
powers.30
Professor English also praises
Professor Richard Thaler’s New York Times’
article asserting that nudges should be
transparent and never misleading, easy as
possible to opt out of, and improving the
welfare of those being nudged.31
This at least newly described
paternalism is not of course without critics.
Professor Joshua D. Wright has criticized the
seemingly increasing calls for paternalistic
governmental intervention as follows.
Nevertheless, some scholars
have been less sanguine about the
support that behavioral economics
lends to the case for paternalism,
arguing that a more complete analysis
of the long-run costs and benefits of
paternalistic regulations suggest a much
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more limited role for government intervention. They
have emphasized the costs of paternalistic proposals,
for example, paternalistic regulations may lessen the
incentive to engage in learning and development of
rational behavior or exacerbate irrational behavior by
introducing moral hazard.32
Professor Heidi M. Hurd has apparently criticized
libertarian paternalism as an attempt to make utilitarianism
palatable to libertarians.33 Professor English points out that
proposals for paternalistic intervention or nudging need to be
judged on a case-by-case basis because the question of nudging in
the abstract is “not particularly interesting”, there is “no choice but
to nudge”, there is “no neutral way of presenting information”, and
“what we really care about is evaluating particular proposals”.34
In light of Professor English’s comments, it may be instructive
to examine the hypothetical and some of the standard legal
protections regarding health studio services contracts, and to
consider whether the consumer protections might be extended
further, albeit, in something of a paternalistic fashion.
IV.
Practically, Can State Statutes Extend Consumer
Protections with regard to Health Club Services Contracts?
Consumers’ frequent purchases of extended warrantees
are used as at least anecdotal evidence that consumers do
frequently make decisions that are contrary to their best
interests.35 Apparently, the behavior is so recognized that even
the Simpsons’ animated television show has commented on it.36
As Professor Camerer and his co-authors comment, “The fact that
they [extended warrantees] are enormously profitable to retailers
implies they are costly to buyers.”37
Even when paternalistic government intervention has
been attempted to protect consumers even from themselves, it is
questionable whether such protections are effective. A cooling off
period for canceling a contract, often within three to five days, is
a long-established consumer protection which may be illusory at
best, given studies of how frequently consumers exercise the right
granted by the cooling off period.38 If paternalistic government
interventions can likely be so ineffective, the question naturally
arises why attempt further intervention? The same cited study,
by Professor Sovern, may suggest an underlying rationale, that
consumer protection may function, per the estimation of this
author, as a conservative type of regulation akin to antitrust law,
seeking to keep markets open for scrupulous sellers.39
Given that a time-honored consumer protection device
such as a cooling off period has little benefit or cost apparently
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according to several studies,40 the question may be what additional
seller’s history with pre cooling-off and rescission rules also might
consumer protections could be advanced by an admittedly
have contributed to the decline in opposition to those rules.48
somewhat paternalistic government, although such protections
Possibly the most direct government protectionist
might have limited benefit and, it is hoped, also limited cost.
intervention for the hypothetical and the health club services
The rationales for cooling off periods might help
industry would be an outright limit on contracts. However,
illuminate what other consumer protections could be advanced to
government has already even specifically with regard to this
protect consumers such as in the hypothetical originally suggested
industry limited terms of contracts. At one time, the industry
in this article. Cooling off periods were supported, at least
had life-time contracts, some of which might have been even
originally, to protect consumers from the “hard sell” or the high
beneficial to consumers.49 Most statutes, such as those of Texas
pressure sales pitch of door-to-door salesmen whom the consumer
and California, now generally limit the contracts to a specified
want to just get off her porch or out of her living room.41 There
period, such as three years.50
are at least two other rationales for cooling off periods among
However, as the various state legislatures have
the rationales offered. First, “Cooling-off periods can in fact
determined, contracts for health club services did not arise in a
be seen as an indirect mechanism for
pristine isolated instance where classical
information revelation.”42 Secondly,
contract law alone should apply. What
“the right to rescind was also aimed
additional consumer protections
One extension of a
at so-called impulse sales which the
might be proposed and are there any
consumer right, which
consumer later regrets.”43
limits to such protections even in
Returning to the posited
the age of libertarian paternalism or
would appear to be
hypothetical on the health club contract
asymmetric paternalism or nudging?
consistent with current
which the parent entered into for three
One extension of a consumer right,
years and now would like to end after
rights and not necessarily which would appear to be consistent
one year, clearly the three rationales
current rights and not necessarily
burdensome, would be to with
for the cooling-off period might well
burdensome, would be to require
apply. As mentioned at the outset of
an oral notice, as well as a written
require an oral notice.
this article, various state legislatures
notice, of a cooling-off period and
have concluded that the high pressure,
rescission rights. Professor Sovern, in
hard sell, or sharp business practices are often used in the health
his study, found, “Comparison of rescission rights for those who
club services contract sales.44 In addition, the cooling-off period
provided both oral and written notice with those who provided
as the time for gathering additional information and rescinding a
only written notices shows that those who also told consumers
contract out of buyer remorse would presumably apply to health
about the right to rescind experienced a higher rescission rate at a
club services contracts and the hypothetical suggested.
statistically significant level.”51 Sovern continues, “It thus appears
However, in the hypothetical, it is sometime later that
that oral notice has an impact on whether people rescind their
the parent concludes that the term of the contract is just too long
contracts, those who are given only written notices are much less
and does not meet the current needs of the child. What consumer
likely to cancel.”52
protections might be added in the health club services contract
Professor Sovern concludes as follows regarding oral
area to assist specifically the parent in the hypothetical? Certainly
disclosures of cooling-off rules:
other remedies, in addition to the cooling-off period and the right
If lawmakers retain cooling-off rules, they
of rescission, such as a required independent affirmation of the
should consider adding oral disclosure requirements to
contract apart from the seller, or even mandatory counseling by
the cooling-off period laws that do not already include
a third-party, might be of assistance to some consumer parties
them. Indeed, lawmakers should consider adding
to health club services contracts, but do not seem particularly
oral disclosure requirements to the general consumer
apropos to the hypothetical. A more direct remedy for future
protection arsenal. Of course, just because oral notice
potential health service contract buyers similar to the hypothetical
is effective in the limited context of cooling-off periods
buyer would be a limitation on the term of the contract, to say,
does not mean that it will help consumers in other
one year, or possibly even six months. Such a direct limitation
contexts, but further study could clarify its impact.53
appears to raise the question of just how far can a government go
in paternalistically protecting citizens without possibly violating
Sovern summarizes some state statutes which require both oral
the rights of others.
and written notice, including Cal. Civ. Code sect. 1689.7, which
When the federal cooling-off rule was first proposed
concerns home solicitation contracts or offers for the purchase of
by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), there was heavy
personal emergency response units.54
criticism by sellers, even in testimony to Congress, that such a
Another way to expand consumer rights might be to
period with right rescission would “undermine the foundation
augment the cooling-off period length of time and permissible
of the law of contracts” and be “probably unconstitutional”45
action by the buyer. Although Professor Sovern points out that
Although in an isolated situation, the arguments concerning
cooling-off period rights are not exercised frequently and that
the law of contracts and the constitutional basis thereof might
sellers often refuse to deliver goods before cooling off periods
be appealing, particularly to this author, by the time the FTC
expire, he does point out that European law provides for a twoasked for comments on the cooling-off period rule forty years
week right of withdrawal.55 Another possible extended consumer
46
later in 2009, there was little industry criticism and opposition.
right during the cooling-off period would be, as mentioned
Professor Sovern suggests, in his comprehensive article on the
previously, for the law to specify that consumers are not under
cooling off period, that the decline in industry opposition to the
any obligation as to transactions, unless they give written notice
cooling-off period rule resulted because “opponents’ fears about
of affirmation to the seller.56 As Professor Sovern indicates, the
47
the costs of the cooling-off rules were considerably overstated.”
National Consumer Law Center in its draft National Consumer
Sovern also suggests that changing times, the prevalence of the
Act in 1970 provided for such a written affirmation requirement
personal computer with less cumbersome forms, and a lack of
for transactions conducted outside the seller’s place of business.57
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To expand consumer protection and allow for more
meaningful, possibly longer, cooling-off periods, an
affirmative and independent affirmation of various
transactions could be required.
Finally, independent counseling of
consumers could be mandated, possibly during
an extended cooling-off period. Such mandatory
counseling apparently does take place in the situation
of first-time home buyers utilizing loans.58 Of course,
any such mandatory counseling would likely invite
an entire industry to arise with government support
to some extent and thus raise the question of again
how paternalistic can or should government be. It
might be possible to utilize already existing consumer
agencies, with a slight fee (.01%?) to be paid by
consumers to agencies such as a Consumer Credit
Counseling Service (CCCS).59
For the litigious and adventuresome buyer
party to a health club services contract, it is possible that a class
action might be certified against a health club. In a case under
Connecticut law, the court held that a class action was not moot
when the defendant health club offered to pay triple damages.
The equitable claim for injunctive relief, seeking to compel an
amendment to the health club services contract and to prevent
collections from renewing members, could not be dismissed.60
V.

Conclusion
Returning to the hypothetical suggested at the beginning
of this article, none of even the extended consumer rights would
aid our hypothetical buyer/parent other than the possibility of
restricting the contract to a one-year period. However, the
unscrupulous seller might run afoul of some of even the currently
existing consumer protections. Recall that many of the health
club services contract state statutes require that a written contract
be given to the buyer, as does Tex. Occ. Code61 and Cal. Civ.
Code.62 Those Texas Code sections require the “contract…must
be…in writing…and [there] must be deliver[ed] to a purchaser
a complete copy of the contract, accompanied by a written
receipt.’63 That California Code section requires, “A copy of the
written contract shall be physically given to or delivered by email
to the customer at the time he or she signs the contract.”64
In addition, laws such as Tex. Occ. Code and Cal. Civ.
Code prohibit waiver of provisions of the health club services
contract law: “A person…may not waive a provision of this
chapter…”65 and “Any waiver of the buyer of the provisions of
this title shall be deemed contrary to public policy and shall be
void an unenforceable.”66 The Texas and California Statutes also
provide that contracts not complying with the health studio
services contract law are void: “ A purported waiver of this chapter
is void”67 and “Any contract for health studio services which does
not comply with the applicable provisions of this title shall be
void and unenforceable as contrary to public policy.”68
Thus, even envisioning expansion of consumer rights
in a more paternalistic governmental situation, the protection
for the buyer from an unscrupulous seller may come from that
unscrupulous seller’s own activities. In the hypothetical suggested
in this article, presumably the contract for health club services
would be void, even within the first of three years, under the
Texas Occupations Code or California Civil Code, if the seller
had not furnished the required written copy of the contract. Of
course, it could be argued that not supplying a written contract
was an essential violation of the health club services contract
law, because the written contract is essential to the consumer
being informed of the contract and various rights under it.69
Furthermore, the buyer’s right, to assert that a contract is void
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for failure to supply a written contract at the time of contracting,
survives some attempts to cut off such rights. Texas Occupations
Code 702.31070 California Civil Code section 1812.87 prohibit
notes from cutting off a buyer’s right of action or defense against
the seller. California Civil Code Section 1812.88 prohibits an
assignment of the contract from cutting off the buyer’s rights
unless the assignee gives notice of the assignment to the buyer
and, within thirty (30) days of mailing of that notice, the buyer
provides no written notice to the assignee of facts giving rise to a
claim or defense.71
Therefore, as to the hypothetical buyer, the unscrupulous
seller’s own action, such as failure to supply a written contract,
might void the health club services contract. Extending the length
of the cooling off period and right of rescission, requiring written
and oral notice of the cooling off period and right of rescission,
limiting the period for the contract, requiring independent
affirmation of the contract, and requiring mandatory counseling
might also assist the consumer buyers involved with the health
club service contracts.
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